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The Equal Filling Approximation, a proedure widely used in mean eld alulations to treat
the dynamis of odd nulei in a time reversal invariant way, is justied as the onsequene of a
variational priniple over an average energy funtional. The ideas of Statistial Quantum Mehanis
are employed in the justiation. As an illustration of the method, the ground and lowest lying states
of some otupole deformed Radium isotopes are omputed.
PACS numbers: 21.60.Jz, 21.60.-n, 21.60.-k
I. INTRODUCTION
The Hartree-Fok-Bogoliubov (HFB) approximation is the ornerstone of the mirosopi desription of the atomi
nuleus as it enompasses in the same approximation the onept of mean eld orbits needed to understand the
extra stability assoiated with magi numbers as well as the onept of pairing orrelations needed to understand,
among others, why the ground state of all even-even nulei always have the Jpi = 0+ quantum numbers. The HFB
approximation has widely been used over the last deades with great suess both to desribe known properties of
nulei and to predit the properties of unknown or yet to be experimentally studied nulei [1, 2℄.
Another nie feature of the mean eld approximation is that it allows for the spontaneous symmetry breaking
(SSB) mehanism in whih the approximate (mean eld) solution of the problem breaks the underlying symmetries
of the nulear Hamiltonian. By the SSB mehanism many orrelations an be inorporated into the mean eld wave
funtion while maintaining the simpliity of the mean eld desription. A minor (mainly pratial) drawbak of the
SSB mehanism is that the breaking of symmetries naturally leads to the appearane of full matries in the numerial
implementation of the method. Those full matries are a diret onsequene of the mixing of quantum numbers
that otherwise ould be used to bestow a blok struture to the matries onsidered. The inrease of the eetive size
of the matries leads to an inrease in the number of operation needed to aomplish the numerial implementation
of the method and therefore leads to an inrease in the omputational ost of the problem. Depending on the type of
problem and the symmetry broken, the omputational ost an inrease so dramatially as to prevent the large sale
alulations needed to desribe stellar nuleosynthesis or the stability of superheavy nulei, just to mention a ouple
of physial situations of interest nowadays. A typial ase of a omputationally demanding appliation is the study of
ssion barriers allowing for time reversal symmetry breaking, whih is harateristi of high spin states or odd mass
nulei whih have to be treated in the framework of the standard bloking method. In the treatment of odd mass
systems we have an additional soure of omputational omplexity and it is the self-onsistent harater of the HFB
equations, whih does not grant that bloking the quasipartile with lowest exitation energy will yield the lowest
energy self-onsistent solution. As a onsequene, several bloking possibilities have to be onsidered multiplying the
omputing time by the number of the possibilities onsidered (typially three or four times for eah possible Jz and
parity value).
On the other hand, the desription of odd-A nulei has started to reeive the attention it deserves (three quarters
of all aessible nulei are odd-A ones) as the typial odd-even eets, whih are not well understood, are intimately
related to pairing properties and an also serve as more stringent guidelines to the development of new energy
funtionals (see for instane [3, 4℄ for reent disussions on this issue). As a onsequene, any attempt to redue the
omputational ost in the theoretial evaluation of odd-A nulei properties is very important as it will eventually
allow for a systemati and routinely evaluation of the required properties all over the periodi table.
A way to redue the omputational ost of mean eld alulations when dealing with odd mass nulei is to try
to keep time reversal symmetry failitating in this way the imposition of axial symmetry. To keep time reversal
symmetry when dealing with odd mass nulei one is fored to adopt phenomenologial approahes in whih the
unpaired nuleon is treated in an equal footing with its time reversed ompanion. From a pratial point of view this
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2phenomenologial approah amounts to look at the unpaired nuleon as siting half in a given orbital and the other
half in the time reversed partner (in the ase of preserving spherial symmetry where the orbitals have the 2j + 1
degeneray the unpaired nuleon is distributed among all possible angular momentum projetions m = −j, . . . , j with
equal probability 1/(2j + 1)). The above proedure is usually referred in the literature as the Equal (or uniform)
Filling Approximation (EFA) and has been used quite often in the desription of odd nulei at the mean eld level
and with dierent interations - see Refs. [5, 6, 7, 8℄ for reent appliations of the method. This proedure is used
beause it is onsidered as an intuitive and reasonable approah but it is phenomenologial in harater and laks
a solid foundation as there is no produt wave funtion that an reprodue the density matrix and pairing tensor
of the EFA. The purpose of this paper is to show that the Equal Filling Approximation (EFA) an be desribed in
terms of a mixed state (in the sense of quantum statistial mehanis) density operator and the equations to be solved
are a diret onsequene of the variational priniple over the energy of suh mixed state. As a onsequene of this
mirosopi justiation it is now possible to introdue numerial proedures like the gradient method to solve the
EFA equations failitating enormously the proedure speially in the ase of many onstraints. Another onsequene
is that now other methods beyond mean eld like the alulation of olletive masses or the Generator Coordinate
Method itself an be onsistently implemented in the EFA framework.
Obviously, the EFA is an approximation to the orret treatment of odd-A nulei in the ontext of the mean eld
(the bloking proedure, see [2℄ for a detailed explanation). To disuss the possible dierenes between them it is
onvenient to look at the odd-A systems as made of an even-even ore plus an unpaired nuleon (or quasipartile).
The interation between the unpaired nuleon and the even-even ore will indue polarization eets in the ore of
three types [3, 4, 9, 10, 11℄; namely the mass polarization, the deformation polarization and the spin polarization
eets. The only one assoiated to the breaking of time reversal invariane is the spin polarization and it is obvious
that it is not inluded in the EFA. The other two eets (mass and shape polarizations) are obviously inluded in the
EFA to some extent but it is not easy to estimate the possible impat of spin polarization eets on them. It is lear
that a deeper understanding of the interrelationship between the three eets is needed and hopefully the present
justiation of the EFA will help to larify the issue.
II. THE EQUAL FILLING APPROXIMATION
In the standard HFB method [2℄ quasi-partile operators β+µ are introdued as linear ombinations of the reation
and annihilation single partile operators orresponding to an arbitrarily hosen (usually a harmoni osillator) basis
β+µ =
∑
m
Umµc
+
m + Vmµcm. (1)
The HFB ground state wave funtion is dened by the ondition of being the vauum of all the quasi-partile
annihilation operators, that is βµ|φ〉 = 0. A more onise denition is given by |φ〉 =
∏
µ βµ|0〉 where the index µ
run over all the quasi-partile annihilation operators that do not annihilate the true vauum |0〉. The previous results
will desribe the ground state of an even-even nuleus as it an be shown that a paired HFB wave funtion is a linear
ombination of produt wave funtions with an even number of partiles. On the other hand, odd-partile systems
are handled by the bloked HFB wave funtions
|φ˜〉µB = β
+
µB |φ〉 (2)
where µB is any of the quasi-partile indexes ompatible with the symmetries of the odd-partile system as, for
instane, the K quantum number (eigenvalue of Jz) or the parity. As the bloked HFB wave funtion is a produt
of quasi-partile operators, Wik's theorem applies and the energy is given in the usual way in terms of the bloked
normal and abnormal densities ρ(µB) and κ(µB)
E(µB) = Tr[tρ(µB)] +
1
2
Tr[Γ(µB)ρ(µB)]−
1
2
Tr[∆(µB)κ(µB)∗] (3)
The normal and abnormal densities are given by
ρ
(µB)
kk′ = 〈φ|βµB c
+
k′ckβ
+
µB |φ〉 =
(
V ∗V T
)
kk′
+
(
U∗k′µBUkµB − Vk′µBV
∗
kµB
)
(4)
and
κ
(µB)
kk′ = 〈φ|βµB ck′ckβ
+
µB |φ〉 =
(
V ∗UT
)
kk′
+
(
UkµBV
∗
k′µB − Uk′µBV
∗
kµB
)
(5)
3These two matries obviously violate time-reversal invariane. As a onsequene, the HF eld
Γ
(µB)
ll′ =
∑
qq′
vlq′l′qρ
(µB)
qq′ (6)
as well as the pairing eld
∆
(µB)
ll′ =
1
2
∑
qq′
vll′qq′κ
(µB)
qq′ (7)
both violate time-reversal invariane making the numerial alulation muh more omputationally expensive to arry
out. A way to preserve time-reversal invariane is to use the Equal Filling Approximation (EFA) that amounts to use
the average density
ρEFAkk′ =
(
V ∗V T
)
kk′
+
1
2
(
Uk′µBU
∗
kµB − V
∗
k′µBVkµB + Uk′µBU
∗
kµB
− V ∗k′µBVkµB
)
(8)
and the average pairing tensor
κEFAkk′ =
(
V ∗UT
)
kk′
+
1
2
(
UkµBV
∗
k′µB − Uk′µBV
∗
kµB + UkµBV
∗
k′µB
− Uk′µBV
∗
kµB
)
(9)
that now preserve time reversal invariane as both expressions involve and average with equal weights of the bloked
level µB and its time reversed and degenerate partner µB (see below for higher order degeneray). Intuitively, the
above densities should orrespond to an oupany of 1/2 for the states µB and µB. In the next step of the EFA
framework, it is assumed without proof that the energy is given by the standard HFB expression but using ρEFA and
κEFA instead of the orresponding densities, i.e.
EEFA = Tr[tρ
EFA] +
1
2
Tr[ΓEFAρEFA]−
1
2
Tr[∆EFAκEFA∗] (10)
Finally, it is assumed that the U and V amplitudes of the Bogoliubov transformation are given as the solution of the
standard HFB equation (
hEFA ∆EFA
−∆EFA∗ −hEFA∗
)(
U V ∗
V U∗
)
=
(
U V ∗
V U∗
)(
E 0
0 −E
)
(11)
where E are the quasi-partile energies. To our knowledge, the two previous assumptions of the EFA, namely that
the energy is given by Eq. (10) and that the U and V amplitudes are given by Eq. (11), laked a foundation and
were just onsidered as a plausible quantity (the energy) and equation. Here we will show that both assumptions
are well founded in terms of standard quantum mehani proedures and therefore we are giving more redit to the
approximation.
A. Justiation of the EFA expression for the energy
In the standard HFB theory the density matrix and pairing tensor are the omponents of a bipartite generalized
density matrix
R =
(
ρ κ
−κ∗ 1− ρ∗
)
=
(
U V ∗
V U∗
)(
0 0
0 1
)(
U+ V +
V T UT
)
= WRW+ (12)
where the generalized quasi-partile density matrix
Rνµ =
(
〈φ|β†µβν |φ〉 〈φ|βµβν |φ〉
〈φ|β†µβ
†
ν |φ〉 〈φ|βµβ
†
ν |φ〉
)
=
(
0 0
0 1
)
(13)
and the Bogoliubov super-matrix
W =
(
U V ∗
V U∗
)
(14)
4have been introdued. In the EFA ase we an also introdue a generalized density matrix
REFA =
(
ρEFA κEFA
−κEFA∗ 1− ρEFA∗
)
(15)
that again an be written as
REFA = WREFAW+ (16)
with
REFAνµ =
(
fµ 0
0 1− fµ
)
(17)
and the fµ is given by
fµ =
{
1
2 µ = µB or µB
0 otherwise
(18)
The above result immediately remind us of the Finite Temperature HFB formalism [12℄ where the quasi-partile
density matrix has exatly the same form as above but with the statistial oupanies
fµ =
1
eβEµ + 1
(19)
Therefore, the EFA an be viewed as a Finite Temperature HFB formalism with the statistial fators of Eq. (18). The
nite temperature formalism is nothing but a quantum mehanis statistial formalism where instead of pure states a
statistial admixture of them is onsidered weighted with given probabilities. In the nite temperature formalism the
probabilities are obtained aording to the statistial ensemble onsidered but in the EFA they are just xed by the
requirements of the approximation. For this reason we will not use in the following the language of nite temperature
but instead the one of statistial quantum mehanis. The two relevant onepts in statistial quantum mehanis
are the one of the density matrix operator and the other is the onept of trae. In the present ontext the trae is
taken over the whole Fok spae in suh a way that given a set of quasi-partile reation and annihilation operators
β+µ and βµ and the orresponding vauum |φ〉 (see Eq. (1) ) we have the following expression for the trae of an
arbitrary operator
Tr[Oˆ] = 〈φ| Oˆ |φ〉+
∑
µ
〈φ| βµOˆβ
†
µ |φ〉+
1
2!
∑
νµ
〈φ|βµβνOˆβ
†
νβ
†
µ |φ〉 . . . (20)
On the other hand, the density operator Dˆ an be hosen in suh a way that Dˆ|φ〉 = |φ〉 and Dˆβ†µ = pµβ
†
µDˆ where
pµ is the probability of the one-quasi-partile exitation β
+
µ |φ〉. In this formalism the statistial mean value of an
operator is given by
〈Oˆ〉S =
Tr[OˆDˆ]
Tr[Dˆ]
=
1
Z
(
〈φ| Oˆ |φ〉+
∑
µ
pµ 〈φ| βµOˆβ
†
µ |φ〉 +
1
2!
∑
νµ
pµpν 〈φ| βµβνOˆβ
†
νβ
†
µ |φ〉 . . .
)
(21)
with
Tr[Dˆ] = Z = 1 +
∑
µ
pµ +
∑
ν<µ
pµpν . . . =
∏
µ
(1 + pµ) (22)
It is also easy to show that
〈βρβσ〉S = 〈β
+
ρ β
+
σ 〉S = 0 (23)
and also
〈β+ρ βσ〉S = δρσ
pσ
1 + pσ
= δρσfσ; 〈βρβ
+
σ 〉S = δρσ
(
1−
pσ
1 + pσ
)
= δρσ(1 − fσ) (24)
5and therefore we reover the EFA's density matrix of Eq. (15) by using the above formalism with
pµ =
{
1 µ = µB or µB
0 otherwise
(25)
Here we are impliitly assuming that the single partile levels are doubly degenerate (Kramer's degeneray) but in
those ases where spherial symmetry is preserved in the mean eld proedure we will have to populate with the
same probability all the states with dierent m = −j, . . . , j (third omponent of the angular momentum) for a given
orbital labeled with the j quantum number. The formalism being developed here apply equally well in this ase and
the reader is referred to Appendix A for tehnial details in the spherial ase.
Thanks to the existene of a statistial Wik's theorem (see for instane the proof given by Gaudin [13℄ or [14℄ for
a more reent aount) it is possible to ompute any statistial mean value of a produt of reation and annihilation
operators in terms of the orresponding ontrations and therefore it is possible to express the statistial mean value
of the energy 〈Hˆ〉S = Tr[HˆDˆ]/Tr[Dˆ] by using the standard expression
〈Hˆ〉S = Tr[tρ] +
1
2
Tr[Γρ]−
1
2
Tr[∆κ∗] (26)
where the density matrix and pairing tensor are given by the ontrations
ρkk′ =
Tr[c+k′ckDˆ]
Tr[Dˆ]
; κkk′ =
Tr[ck′ckDˆ]
Tr[Dˆ]
(27)
Applying this result to the EFA ase, we onlude that the energy of Eq. (10) an be written as EEFA =
Tr[HˆDˆEFA]/Tr[DˆEFA]. This result justies the, otherwise ad-ho, expression of the EFA energy and gives a physial
interpretation to it as the statistial mean value of the Hamiltonian taken with the EFA density operator. The EFA
energy EEFA an also be written in a more transparent way by using Eq. (21) together with Eq. (25) as
EEFA =
1
4
(
〈φ| Hˆ |φ〉+ 〈φ| βµBHˆβ
†
µB |φ〉+ 〈φ|βµBHˆβ
†
µB
|φ〉 + 〈φ|βµBβµBHˆβ
†
µB
β†µB |φ〉
)
(28)
showing that it is simply an average with equal weights of the energy of the referene even-even wave funtion |φ〉, the
energies of one quasi-partile exitations with quantum numbers µB and µB and the energy of the two quasi-partile
exitation with the same quantum numbers. This result, whih was to the knowledge of the authors previously
unknown[29℄, is very illustrative of the nature of the EFA as a statistial theory. The same kind of arguments an be
applied to ompute mean values of any kind of operators in the EFA framework. A urious result that an be easily
derived is that the EFA mean values of any one-body operator, whih aording to the general result an be written
as
〈Oˆ〉EFA =
1
4
(
〈φ| Oˆ |φ〉 + 〈φ|αµB Oˆα
†
µB |φ〉+ 〈φ|αµB Oˆα
†
µB
|φ〉+ 〈φ|αµBαµB Oˆα
†
µB
α†µB |φ〉
)
, (29)
an also be written in a more ompat way as
〈Oˆ〉EFA =
1
2
(
〈φ|αµB Oˆα
†
µB |φ〉+ 〈φ|αµB Oˆα
†
µB
|φ〉
)
=
1
2
(
〈φ| Oˆ |φ〉+ 〈φ|αµBαµB Oˆα
†
µB
α†µB |φ〉
)
(30)
This allows us to write the density matrix and pairing tensor as an average over one quasi-partile exitations
ρEFAkk′ =
1
2
(
〈φ|αµB c
+
k′ckα
+
µB |φ〉+ 〈φ|αµ¯B c
+
k′ckα
+
µ¯B |φ〉
)
(31)
and
κEFAkk′ =
1
2
(
〈φ|αµB ck′ckα
+
µB |φ〉+ 〈φ|αµ¯B ck′ckα
+
µ¯B |φ〉
)
(32)
whih is a very intuitive result aording to the expressions of Eqs. (8) and (9). This result, however,
does by no means imply that the energy, whih is the average of a two-body operator, ould be written as
1
2
(
〈φ|αµBHα
+
µB |φ〉+ 〈φ|αµ¯BHα
+
µ¯B |φ〉
)
.
6B. Variational derivation of the EFA-HFB equation
Another interesting feature of the results obtained so far is that the variational priniple an be applied now to the
EEFA energy. As it will be shown below the variational priniple leads naturally to the HFB equation of the EFA
mentioned in Eq (11) justifying thereof its use to determine the oeients of the Bogoliubov transformation. This
result is also advantageous from a pratial point of view as the variational origin of the HFB-EFA equations allows
the use of gradient-like methods to solve it and also makes the treatment of onstraints muh easier.
The rst step in the appliation of the variational priniple is to establish the variational spae by dening the most
general Bogoliubov transformation. This is a ommon proedure that the interested reader an onsult in the standard
literature [2, 16℄ and we will give here only the most relevant formulas just to establish the notation. Given a referene
HFB wave funtion |φ〉 the most general HFB wave funtion |φ(Z)〉 not orthogonal to it is given by |φ(Z)〉 = exp(iZˆ)|φ〉
where Zˆ is an hermitian (to preserve the unitarity of the transformation) one-body operator Zˆ = 12
∑
µν Zµνα
+
µαν
whih is here written in terms of the generalized quasi-partile operators αµ = (β1, . . . , βN , β
+
1 , . . . , β
+
N), its hermitian
onjugate α+µ and the bipartite hermitian matrix [16℄
Z =
(
Z11 Z20
−Z20∗ −Z11∗
)
(33)
where Z11mn (m,n = 1, . . . , N) is an hermitian matrix (N
2
free parameters, omplex Z11mn with m > n plus real Z
11
mm )
whereas Z20 is skew-symmetri (N2 −N free parameters, omplex Z20mn with m > n ). The matrix elements of Z
11
mn
with m > n plus Z11mm and those of Z
20
mn with m > n onstitute the omplex variational parameters of our model. The
omplex variational parameters will also be denoted by the vetor zρ of dimension 2N
2−N (see appendix B for details).
The oeients of the Bogoliubov transformation of the quasi-partile operators assoiated to |φ(Z)〉 are given by the
matrix W (Z) = W (0) exp(iZ) whih is written in terms of the exponential of Z and the Bogoliubov transformation
oeients W (0) of the referene HFB wave funtion |φ〉. To determine the dependene of the generalized density
with the variational parameters we will use Eq. (16) to write
REFA(Z) =W (Z)REFAW+(Z) (34)
where we have kept REFA xed as in Eq. (17), aording to its denition. For innitesimal variational parameters
(i.e. innitesimal Z) we have
REFA(Z) = REFA(0) + iW (0)[Z,REFA]W+(0) +O(Z2) = REFA(0) + i[Z,REFA] +O(Z2) (35)
where Z =W (0)ZW+(0). Now to failitate the manipulation of dierent quantities we write the energy as
EEFA =
1
4
Tr2 [(H+ T )S] (36)
in terms of the Hamiltonian matrix H =
(
t+ Γ ∆
−∆∗ −(t+ Γ)∗
)
, the kineti energy matrix T =
(
t 0
0 −t∗
)
and the
matrix S = R−
(
0 0
0 1
)
=
(
ρ κ
−κ∗ −ρ∗
)
derived from the generalized density. The trae is taken over the double
size spae where bipartite matries are dened. In order to arrive to the above expression we have made use of the
properties Tr[Γ2ρ1] = Tr[Γ1ρ2] and Tr[∆2κ
∗
1] = Tr[∆1κ
∗
2]
∗
where Γi and ∆i stand for the Hartree-Fok and pairing
elds omputed with the density matrix ρi and pairing tensor κi respetively. The two previous relations an be
written using bipartite matries as
Tr2 [(H1 − T )S2] = Tr2 [(H2 − T )S1] (37)
This result allows to write the variation of the energy in a more ompat way, namely
δEEFA =
1
4
(Tr2 [(H + T )δS] + Tr2 [(δH− T )S]) =
1
2
Tr2 [HδS] =
i
2
Tr2 [[R,H]Z] +O(Z
2) (38)
where we have made use of Eq. (35) and the fat that δS = δR. The variational ondition δEEFA = 0 has to be
handled with are as not all the parameters of the bipartite matrix Z are variational parameters but as it is shown in
appendix B the variational ondition an be written as [R,H] = 0 whih is the standard form of the HFB equation. It
has to be emphasized again that the previous form of the HFB equation in the EFA was just an assumption and now
we are able to justify it in our framework by simply invoking the variational priniple. The HFB equation ould be
7solved using iterative methods as it is ustomary with the standard HFB equations but we have found more onvenient
to take advantage of the variational origin of the equation in order to use other methods to nd its minimum, like the
gradient method. To implement the gradient method it is more onvenient to write the variation of the EFA energy
in the quasi-partile basis as
δEEFA =
i
2
Tr2 [[R,H]Z] +O(Z
2) (39)
with H =W+(0)HW (0) =
(
H11 H20
−H20 ∗ −H11 ∗
)
. Using this form and the denitions of appendix B we an nally write
δEEFA =
∑2N2−N
ρ=1 (gE)ρ zρ + O(z
2) where (gE)ρ are the omponents of the gradient of the energy with respet to
the variational parameters zρ. In the spirit of the gradient method, by hoosing zρ = −η (g
∗
E)ρ we make sure we gain
energy at least to rst order in z if the saling parameter (or step size) η is always hosen to be positive. The previous
eletion implies that Z = iη[R,H]. The step size η is estimated in eah iteration as to make seond order terms
smaller enough ompared with rst order ones so that the energy always dereases. One the Z parameters have been
determined the wave funtion W (Z) is omputed by evaluating the exponential eiZ by means of a Padé approximation
to the exponential of the form ex = Npp(x)/Npp(−x) with Npp(x) =
∑p
k=0 c
(p)
k x
k
(that is, the polynomials in both
the numerator and denominator have the same degree; the oeients c
(p)
k are determined by the standard reurrene
relation c
(p)
k = c
(p)
k−1
p+1−k
(2p+1−k)k ) that has the nie feature of preserving the unitarity of the exponential when used with
anti-hermitian exponents as it is the ase. Usually, a Padé approximation of order p = 1 sues and in our numerial
implementation we have taken eiZ ≈ (1 + i2Z)(1 −
i
2Z)
−1
.
C. Dealing with onstraints
In dealing with onstraints, we fae the numerial problem of minimizing a given funtion of the variational param-
eters EEFA(Z) subjet to some onstraints of the kind
Tr[QˆiDˆ]
Tr[Dˆ]
= qi (40)
where Qˆi are one-body operators whih an be usually written as Qˆi =
∑
kk′ (Qi)kk′ c
+
k ck′ (extending the results
below to the ase of operators not ommuting with the partile number one is straightforward). Introduing the
bipartite matrix Qi =
(
Qi 0
0 −Q∗i
)
we an write
qi =
1
2
Tr[QiS] (41)
that yields, in analogy to Eq (38), to the following expression for the variation of qi
δqi =
i
2
Tr2 [[R,Qi]Z] +O(Z
2) =
i
2
Tr2 [[R,Qi]Z] +O(Z
2) (42)
To onsider the onstrained minimization proedure we will proeed in the standard way by introduing Lagrange
multipliers λi and a new funtional to be minimized, namely E
′
EFA(Z) = EEFA(Z) −
∑
i λiqi(Z). The Lagrange
multipliers are determined as to make the gradient of E′EFA(Z) orthogonal to the ones of the qi(Z)'s that will be
denoted by (gqi)ρ. Taking into aount that the gradient of E
′
EFA(Z) is given by the vetor (gE′)ρ = (gE)ρ −∑
j λj
(
gqj
)
ρ
the orthogonality ondition yields
λi =
∑
j
S−1ij dj (43)
where
Sij =
∑
ρ
(gqi)
∗
ρ
(
gqj
)
ρ
(44)
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di =
∑
ρ
(gE)
∗
ρ
(
gqj
)
ρ
(45)
Using the expliit form of the orresponding gradients (see appendix B) we an nally write the two quantities above
as
Sij =
1
4
Tr2[[Qi,R][Qj,R]] (46)
and
di =
1
4
Tr2[[Qi,R][H,R]] (47)
It is also onvenient to establish a proedure to readjust the onstraints as it is ustomary that in the iterative proess
their values qi slightly depart from the desired ones q
(0)
i , that is qi = q
(0)
i + δqi. In the ontext of the gradient method
suh a proedure is elemental and we only have to replae the hemial potentials λj by λj + δλj and impose that the
variation of the values of the onstraints δqi given by Eq. (42) yields the desired value. The result is ηδλj =
∑
i S
−1
ij δqi
where the matrix elements Sij are the same as in Eq. (46).
D. Density dependent interations
For density dependent interations, like the Gogny fore [15℄ used in the next setion to illustrate the whole
proedure, we have to dene the expliit form of the density dependent part of the interation for statistial averages.
It seems natural that, if for a pure state (an HFB mean eld wave funtion in this ase) the DD part of the interation
is a funtion of the density of the pure state, then for a statistial average the DD should be the same funtion but
of the density of the statistial average; that is, a funtion of
ρ(~R) =
Tr[ρˆ(~R)Dˆ]
Tr[Dˆ]
=
1
Z
(
〈φ| ρˆ(~R) |φ〉+
∑
µ
pµ 〈φ| βµρˆ(~R)β
†
µ |φ〉+
1
2!
∑
νµ
pµpν 〈φ| βµβν ρˆ(~R)β
†
νβ
†
µ |φ〉 . . .
)
(48)
(see Eq. (22) for the denition of Z). This presription has been the one used in previous alulations with the
Gogny fore at nite temperature [17, 18℄ as well as by other authors with other density dependent interations like
several variants of the Skyrme one [19℄. This presription has the right limit when the probabilities go to zero (pure
state) and also produes onsistent results when the one-quasi-partile energies are omputed as partial derivatives
of the energy with respet to the probabilities: when the above presription is used the expression for the one-quasi-
partile energies inludes the rearrangement term present in all the HF or HFB alulations with density dependent
interations [15℄. It is obvious that for a onsistent treatment of the problem, the variation of the energy with respet
to the variational parameters has to take into aount also that the Hamiltonian depends upon them via the DD
term and the orresponding rearrangement terms have to be onsidered (see [15, 20℄ for details). To summarize this
setion, in the EFA ase we use the density
ρEFA(~R) =
Tr[ρˆ(~R)DˆEFA]
Tr[DˆEFA]
=
1
4
(
〈φ| ρˆ(~R) |φ〉 + 〈φ|βµB ρˆ(~R)β
†
µB |φ〉+ 〈φ|βµ¯B ρˆ(
~R)β†µ¯B |φ〉+ 〈φ| βµBβµ¯B ρˆ(
~R)β†µ¯Bβ
†
µB |φ〉
)
(49)
for the density dependent part of the Gogny interation.
III. RESULTS
To show an example of the proposed method we have omputed the spetrum of several odd-A isotopes of the
Radium in the range of A between 221 and 231. As it is well known, some isotopes of Ra are known to display
otupole deformation [21℄ in their ground state and therefore, in order to study their spetrum, we will arry out
alulations onstraining the otupole moment to loate the dierent minima and to hek their depths as they
are relevant for the stability of the onguration against otupole utuations. We will limit the alulation to
axially symmetri (but reetion symmetry breaking) ongurations and therefore eah of the bloked levels will be
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Figure 1: (Color online) Potential energy surfaes as a funtion of the otupole moment Q3 (in units of b
3/2
≡ 10
3
fm
3
) for the
odd-mass isotopes of Ra onsidered and bloking in eah of the relevant Jz hannels from 1/2 till 11/2.
haraterized (and labeled) by its Jz value (but not parity). The alulations are performed in the framework of the
EFA with the nite range and eetive interation of Gogny [15℄. As it is ustomary in all the mean eld alulations
with the Gogny fore, we have subtrated the kineti energy of the enter of mass motion from the Routhian to be
minimized in order to ensure that the enter of mass is kept at rest. We have also dealt with the exhange Coulomb
energy in the Slater approximation and negleted the ontribution of the Coulomb interation to the pairing eld.
For the Gogny fore we have used the parameter set known as D1S that was adjusted more than twenty years ago
[22, 23℄ in order to reprodue basi nulear matter properties and the binding energies of several magi nulei. The
HFB wave funtions have been expanded in a Harmoni Osillator (HO) basis ontaining 14 major shells whih is
enough as to grant onvergene in the exitation spetra obtained.
Due to the self-onsistent nature of our proedure it is by no means granted that starting the iterative proedure by
bloking the quasi-partile of lowest energy the minimization proess in going to end up in the lowest energy solution.
For this reason one has to repeat the minimization proess several times using dierent quasi-partile ongurations
eah time (usually ones with the lowest one quasi-partile energy) for the initial bloking. In our ase we have
repeated eah alulation three times implying a omputational ost 18 times higher (six values of Jz times three
starting ongurations) than the orresponding alulation in an even-even neighbor. By following this proedure we
an be pretty sure to have reahed the lowest energy solution for all values of the otupole moment and mass number.
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Figure 2: Lowest lying exitation spetrum for the six isotopes of Radium onsidered. In eah panel three spetra are inluded:
the one to the left is the experimental one, the other two are theoretial preditions (inluding otupole deformation eet in
the middle and not inluding it, that is Q3 = 0, to the right)
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In Fig. 1 we show the potential energy surfaes (PES) as a funtion of the otupole moment for the six Radium
isotopes onsidered and orresponding to the bloking of the lowest quasi-partiles with Jz values ranging from 1/2
to 11/2. Higher Jz values are not onsidered here as the orresponding single partile levels lie too far away from
the Fermi surfae as to be relevant for the lowest energy ongurations. By looking at the PES for dierent isotopes
we learn that the response to otupole deformation strongly depends on the Jz value of the level bloked as it is
for instane the ase in
231
Ra, where the PES of some levels show a minimum at Q3 = 0 whereas others (like the
ones with Jz = 3/2 and Jz = 7/2) have an otupole deformed minimum at Q3 = 3b
3/2
. Another interesting fat is
that breaking reetion symmetry implies energy gains of up to 2 MeV in some ases as ompared to the symmetry
preserving mean eld onguration and this amount of energy an not be disregarded in the evaluation of masses. In
all the ases, the potential energy wells are not very deep indiating the relevane of onsidering utuations on the
otupole degree of freedom. This fat was already observed in alulations of the same kind and the same interation
but for even-even nulei [24, 25℄ and the onlusion reahed there was that a treatment of the otupole utuations
was needed. One of the advantages of the present formulation of the EFA is the fat that the standard methods to
inorporate orrelations (as for instane the olletive Shroedinger equation, see Refs [24, 25℄ for details) an be now
generalized to the present ase [26℄. Another improvement to the present treatment is to onsider parity projetion
in the manner disussed in [27℄ for even-even nulei; work along this lines is in progress and will be reported in the
near future [26℄.
Another onsequene of the dierent responses to otupole deformation of the dierent Jz bloked ongurations
is that the spetrum orresponding to the minimum energy is rather dierent from the one obtained by restriting
the system to reetion symmetri ongurations showing the relevane of the otupole degree for freedom for the
ordering of the spetrum of these and other odd-A nulei in the region of the Atinide. The dierent theoretial
spetra allowing and not allowing otupole deformation are depited in Fig. 2 along with the experimental data. The
inlusion of otupole deformation improves the spetrum for several nulei like
221
Ra,
225
Ra and
227
Ra and makes
it to look muh loser to the experimental one. In fat, the inlusion of otupole deformation on these nulei allows
for a orret predition of the spin of the ground state. For the other ases the inlusion of the otupole degree of
freedom leaves the spetra more or less unhanged as ompared to the Q3 = 0 results. On the other hand, it has to
be kept in mind that when the otupole moment is allowed to take values dierent from zero, parity mixing is also
allowed in the wave funtions and therefore the dierent levels lose parity as a quantum number. To restore parity
symmetry a projetion onto good parity is required that would lead to the appearane of two levels with opposite
parity for eah one of the levels breaking the parity symmetry. The energy splitting between the two levels strongly
depends on the otupole deformation but we an state as a rule of thumb that the energy splitting is going to be rather
small (a few tens of keV at most) in most of the ases and it will hardly exeed 0.5 MeV. Fortunately, the formalism
developed in this paper an be extended to the situation of symmetry restoration by means of parity projetion and
the results as well as the whole formalism will be published elsewhere. For the present purposes the only relevant
information needed is that parity projetion will lead to a parity doublet with a not so big energy splitting. A bigger
splitting ould eventually be obtained by fully treating otupole utuations as mentioned above and again one of
the advantages of the present formulation is that the olletive masses needed for suh a task an be onsistently
evaluated in the present framework. Conerning the omparison with the experiment, we have to keep in mind the
strong sensitivity of the spetra to tiny details of the underlying single partile states that makes quite diult to
obtain the experimental spetrum in the right order. The auray of modern eetive interation only entitle to look
for an agreement in the number of levels and Jz values in a range of 1 or 1.5 MeV above the ground state but it does
not entitle whatsoever to sought for an agreement in the ordering of the levels. However, the inlusion of the otupole
degree of freedom allows for a orret desription of the spin of the ground state in ve of the six onsidered nulei.
With this in mind we an onlude that the agreement with experiment is quite good in the whole isotopi hain.
A proedure that is sometimes used to desribe odd-A nulei is to neglet expliitly all kind of polarization eets
and treat the quasipartile exitations in a perturbative fashion [3℄. To this end, a referene HFB wave funtion |ϕR〉
is omputed assuming that is fully paired (that is, is a linear ombination of wave funtions with even number of
partiles) but the number of partiles is onstrained to be odd on the average. The wave funtions of the ground
state and exitations of the odd nuleus are built as one-quasipartile exitations built on top of the referene HFB
wave funtion (β+µ |ϕR〉). The exitation energies are then given by the orresponding one-quasipartile energies Eµ
omputed as the mean value of the Routhian Eµ = 〈ϕR|βµ(Hˆ − λNˆ)β
+
µ |ϕR〉 in an attempt to orret those energies
perturbatively for the fat that partile number diers from the right value by the quantity N11µµ = 〈ϕR|βµNˆβ
+
µ |ϕR〉.
The perturbative orretion works well when N11µµ is small but it is not so reliable when this quantity is large, as the
hemial potential is usually a few MeV. In Table I we present the results of suh perturbative alulation for the
nulei
223
Ra and
225
Ra. The spetrum looks rather similar to the selfonsistent one obtained in the EFA framework
(see Fig. 2) but the perturbative one is muh more ompressed. In this table we also inlude the values of N11µµ and we
observe very big values of the order of one in absolute value. These large values together with the neutron hemial
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223
Ra
225
Ra
Jz Eµ (MeV) N
11
µµ Jz Eµ (MeV) N
11
µµ
3/2 0.000 0.06 1/2 0.000 -0.09
5/2 0.059 -0.56 3/2 0.211 -0.62
1/2 0.216 0.64 5/2 0.410 -0.81
7/2 0.695 0.94 7/2 0.484 0.89
1/2 1.077 0.93 1/2 0.573 0.89
Table I: Perturbative results for the nulei
223
Ra and
225
Ra. The lowest ve states in eah ase have been inluded.
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Figure 3: (Color online) Dipole moments as a funtion of Q3 for three representative nulei and all the Jz values onsidered
potential energies (-5.24 MeV for
223
Ra and -4.97 MeV for
225
Ra) make a too big perturbative orretion. It has to
be mentioned that the value of N11µµ for the ground state is rather small in agreement with the motivation for the
introdution of |ϕR〉 given in Ref. [3℄. We an onlude that the polarization eets aounted for by the EFA are
rather strong and the perturbative treatment, although a reasonable qualitative approximation, is not good at the
quantitative level. No other mean values and/or physial quantities are onsidered in this omparison as it would
imply the evaluation of the perturbative orretion due to partile number departures from the physial values (that
is the evaluation of "hemial potential" like quantities for mean values of arbitrary observables) and this is out of
the sope of the present work.
Another relevant physial quantity for otupole deformed nulei is the intrinsi dipole moment D0 that is diretly
related to the strong E1 transition probabilities observed in these nulei. It is given as the mean value of the dipole
operator
D0 = e
NZ
A
(〈zˆ〉prot − 〈zˆ〉neut) (50)
in terms of the mean value of the z oordinate for protons and neutrons. The theoretial results for suh quantity
and for eah bloked onguration and as a funtion of Q3 are presented in Fig. 3 for three representative nulei.
In the rst nuleus
221
Ra the global tendeny for D0 is to inrease with inreasing otupole moment for all possible
ongurations with dierent Jz. On the other hand, for the nuleus
225
Ra the dipole moment D0 rst dereases going
to negative values and afterward inreases to reah positive values (or negative but rather small) as the otupole
moment inreases. Finally, for the nuleus
229
Ra the dipole moments steadily derease with inreasing otupole
moment and reahing absolute values greater than in the previous ase. The behavior is rather similar to the one
of the neighboring even-even Radium isotopes as an be observed in Ref. [25℄. This behavior was related in [25℄ to
the inreasing oupany of the neutron j15/2 orbital with inreasing number of neutrons and leads to the predition
of a minimum in the absolute value of the dipole moment |D0| for the nuleus
224
Ra. As a onsequene, we expet
substantially lower values of |D0| for the nulei
223
Ra and
225
Ra as is indeed the ase.
The numerial values of the dipole moments obtained at the minima of the potential energy urves of Fig. 1 are given
in Table II. The values are given not only for the theoretial ground state but also for other lose lying ongurations
as our theoretial predition not neessarily oinides with the experimental assignments. Experimental values taken
from the ompilation of [21℄ and also from [28℄ tell us that for
221
Ra the Jpi of the ground state is 5/2+ with a value
of D0 = 0.36 ± 0.10 e fm whih is in good agreement with the D0 value of the lowest lying 5/2
+
theoretial state.
For the
223
Ra nuleus there are values not only for the ground state but also for some exited ones; the values of D0
are 0.129± 0.009 e fm, 0.035± 0.005 e fm and 0.076± 0.004 e fm for the 3/2+(ground state), 5/2+ and 1/2+states,
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Jz
221
Ra
223
Ra
225
Ra
227
Ra
229
Ra
231
Ra
1
2
0.331 0.056 -0.253 -0.413 -0.226 0.000
3
2
0.255 0.175 -0.263 -0.275 -0.357 -0.374
5
2
0.427 0.050 -0.162 -0.053 -0.077 -0.057
7
2
0.403 0.254 -0.098 -0.471 -0.415 -0.279
Table II: Dipole moments D0 in e fm for the six nulei onsidered and obtained for the onguration orresponding to the
minimum of eah bloked onguration with varying Jz value. Only the Jz values up to 7/2 have been onsidered as this is
the maximum value of that quantity for all the low lying states.
respetively. As it an be heked in Table II the agreement between theory and experiment is very satisfatory for
the three states. In the nuleus
225
Ra the experimental D0 value is 0.14 ± 0.02 e fm that orresponds in reality to
the absolute value of that quantity (D0 is extrated from B(E1) values where it enters squared and therefore the sign
an not be determined in that way). Taking this in aount, we an say that there is a reasonable agreements with
the theoretial predition whih, on the other hand, an be quite strongly aeted by utuations in the otupole
degree of freedom [25℄. Finally, for the
227
Ra isotope the experimental value is 0.099± 0.003 e fm for the 3/2+ ground
state and this value again agrees reasonably well with the theoretial predition. The agreement between theory and
experiment an be onsidered as quite good speially taking into aount the fat that no information on this kind of
physis was inluded in the tting proedure of the fore afterwards.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A presription for the treatment of odd mass nulei in a time reversal preserving mean eld (HFB) framework usually
known as the Equal Filling Approximation has been justied in terms of standard proedures of quantum statistial
mehanis. It turns out that the EFA an be desribed as a mixed state where the bloked one-quasi-partile state
and its time-reversed ounterpart have probability one whereas the others have zero probability. As a onsequene,
the EFA energy is given by an average involving the energy of the underlying even-even system, the energy of the
bloked one-quasi-partile ongurations and the two quasi-partile exitation built out of them. As the energy now
has a well dened expression in terms of the HFB wave funtions it is possible to invoke the variational priniple to
obtain the standard EFA-HFB equation and allowing for the use of more sophistiated numerial tehniques, like the
gradient method, for its numerial solution. The method has been applied to the study of odd-A Radium isotopes
as a funtion of otupole deformation and with the Gogny D1S fore and the agreement obtained between theory
and experiment is quite reasonable. One of the advantages of the present method is the preservation of time-reversal
symmetry that redues substantially the omputational ost of mean eld alulations of odd-mass nulei. Another
advantage of the justiation obtained in this paper is that the proedure an be extended beyond mean eld in a
onsistent way inreasing its range of appliability.
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Appendix A: HIGHER ORDER DEGENERACY: THE SPHERICAL CASE.
In the spherial ase, the levels to be bloked are haraterized by angular momentum quantum numbers jB,mB
with mB = −jB, . . . , jB. In the spirit of the EFA eah of these levels will be uniformly populated with a fration
1/(2jB+1) of a nuleon what means that in this ase the density matrix and pairing tensors in the EFA approximation
are given by the average density
ρEFAkk′ =
(
V ∗V T
)
kk′
+
1
2jB + 1
jB∑
mB=−jB
(
Uk′µB ,jB ,mBU
∗
kµB ,jB ,mB − V
∗
k′µB ,jB ,mBVkµB ,jB ,mB
)
(A1)
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and the average pairing tensor
κEFAkk′ =
(
V ∗UT
)
kk′
+
1
2jB + 1
jB∑
mB=−jB
(
UkµB ,jB ,mBV
∗
k′µB ,jB ,mB − Uk′µB ,jB ,mBV
∗
kµB ,jB ,mB
)
(A2)
The EFA oupanies to be used in the density matrix operator are in this ase
fµ =
{
1
2jB+1
µ = µB, jB,mB mB = −jB, . . . , jB
0 otherwise
(A3)
where the index µ has been deomposed in the labels jB orresponding to the total angular momentum, mB orre-
sponding to the third omponent of the angular momentum and nally µB whih represents the remaining quantum
numbers. One the value of the EFA oupanies are established the formalism developed in the main body of the
paper an be applied straightforwardly and all the formulas an be used verbatim.
Appendix B: VARIATIONAL PARAMETERS AND GRADIENTS
Given a referene HFB wave funtion |φ〉 the most general HFB wave funtion |φ(Z)〉, not orthogonal to it, is given by
|φ(Z)〉 = exp(iZˆ)|φ〉 where Zˆ is an hermitian (to preserve the unitarity of the transformation) one-body operator Zˆ =
1
2
∑
µν Zµνα
+
µαν whih is written in terms of the generalized quasi-partile operators αµ = (β1, . . . , βN , β
+
1 , . . . , β
+
N ),
its hermitian onjugate α+µ and the bipartite hermitian matrix
Z =
(
Z11 Z20
−Z20∗ −Z11∗
)
(B1)
that parametrizes the Bogoliubov transformation. Not all the 2 × (2N)2 parameters of this matrix are independent
as the matrix Z11mn has to be an hermitian matrix (with N
2
free parameters, the omplex numbers Z11mn with m > n
plus real Z11mm, i.e. N
2 = 2 × (N(N − 1)/2) +N ) whereas Z20 is a omplex skew-symmetri matrix (with N2 −N
free parameters, the omplex numbers Z20mn with m > n, i.e. N
2 −N = 2 × (N(N − 1)/2) ). As ustomary we will
onsider Z11 and Z11 ∗ as independent parameters instead of the real and imaginary parts of Z11 and will apply the
same onsideration to Z20. As a onsequene, the variational parameters of the Bogoliubov transformation are Z11mn
and Z11 ∗mn with m > n, the real parameters Z
11
mm and nally Z
20
mn and Z
20 ∗
mn with m > n. The variational parameters
an be handled in a ompat notation by introduing the vetor zρ of dimension 2N
2 −N
zρ =


Z11mn m > n
Z11mm
Z11 ∗mn m > n
Z20mn m > n
Z20 ∗mn m > n
(B2)
As obtained in the body of the paper, the variation of the mean value of an observable an be written as
δa =
i
2
Tr2[OZ] +O(Z
2) (B3)
where O = [R,A]. Taking the most general form of the bipartite matrix
O =
(
O11 O12
O21 O22
)
(B4)
a little algebra gives δa as a funtion of the variational parameters
δa =
i
2
(∑
m>n
(
O11nm −O
22
mn
)
Z11mn +
(
O11mn −O
22
nm
)
Z11∗mn +
(
O21nm −O
21
mn
)
Z20mn +
(
O12mn −O
12
nm
)
Z20∗mn +
∑
m
(
O11mm −O
22
mm
)
Z11mm
)
(B5)
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Taking now into aount the expression of O and the fat that A is the quasi-partile representation of the operator
given by
A =
(
A11 A20
−A20∗ −A11∗
)
(B6)
where A20 is a skew-symmetri and A11 is a hermitian matrix if the operator is hermitian (as it should be for any
observable !) we obtain
δa = i
∑
m>n
A11nm(fn − fm)Z
11
mn −A
20∗
nm(1 − fn − fm)Z
20
mn + c.c. (B7)
This expression an be written in a ompat way δa =
∑
ρ zρ(ga)ρ by introduing the vetor (ga)ρ whih is the
gradient of the mean value a with respet to the variational parameters
(ga)ρ =


iA11nm(fn − fm) m > n
0 m = m
−iA11∗nm(fn − fm) m > n
−iA20∗nm(1 − fn − fm) m > n
iA20nm(1− fn − fm) m > n
(B8)
Finally, it is important to point out that the requirement (ga)ρ = 0 is equivalent to [R,A] = 0, a fat that is used in
the derivation of the EFA-HFB equation.
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